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GREAT NEWS -- Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is changing the world from the inside out!  Find out how...
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Welcome to the wonderful world of EQ.  Enjoy the ride...
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Subscribe to receive our latest posts!
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Twitter

[image: t]"Last chance for 4 years: THE emotional intelligence conference, Harvard Med Sch Conf Cntr, June 24-26 http://t.co/faMX9QcJan"
"@DrDanielGoleman: NexusEQ: "how these concepts actually create positive change in business, education & beyond" http://t.co/JRcpYHyq48"
"http://t.co/oKbJEd2zwU Good one, Joan -- saved it!    Hi Lorraine.  To answer your question, as far as I know, I just made up the..."
"http://t.co/939OZ9MgUY "You are unique... just like everyone else!"   =:^ )"
"http://t.co/NZ23mF6a0k The goal, and the key, is to create a healthy balance between our head and our heart, our left-brain and our..."
follow @MattPerelstein on twitter


Want to know more?
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EQ Instructional Videos

What is EQ? - Using our Right-brain for Emotional Mastery
 




EQ Instructional Videos

Dealing with our Past: Healing our Pain, Anger, Sadness, Fear and Depression



EQ Instructional Videos

The Surprising Benefits of Anger!  Anger can be so destructive, or one of the most powerful tools known to man.
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